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Abstract. Explaining the behavior of AI-based tools, whose results may
be unexpected even to experts, has become a major request from society
and a major concern of AI practitioners and theoreticians. In this position
paper we raise two points: (1) irrelevance is more amenable to a logical
formalization than relevance; (2) since effective explanations must take
into account both the context and the receiver of the explanations (called
the explainee) so it should be also for the definition of irrelevance. We
propose a general, logical framework characterizing context-aware and
receiver-aware irrelevance, and provide a case study on an existing tool,
based on Semantic Web, that prunes irrelevant parts of an explanation.
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1 Motivation

Explanations services of AI tools are likely to provide one of the main interaction
modalities between human users and AI-powered assistive technologies. Such an
explaining modality may be useful also for AI experts, when the AI tool results
surprise its very designers [7]. Given the raising importance of explanations,
scholarly literature now abounds of studies about several types of explanation
services, in various application scenarios.

Usually the explanation is considered as an understandable description of the
results obtained. Yet, any explanation act involves a trade-off between relevant
and complete explanations for whom the explanation is given to—what we will
call the explainee in this paper. Generally speaking, demonstrating the relevance
of knowledge is rather hard: the feeling about returned information is, in fact,
fully subjective and what is interesting for a user may be completely useless for
another one [15]. As an example, in the Berkeley Deep Drive-X (eXplanation)
Dataset3 [8] about self-driving car systems, the reason why the car is proceed-
ing on a lane may just be that (i) “there is nothing on its lane”. While truthful,
some user may (subjectively) find obvious that the car proceeds, given the user’s
3 https://github.com/JinkyuKimUCB/BDD-X-dataset
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knowledge that (ii) a destination was set for the car; (iii) in the absence of ob-
stacles, the car is supposed to proceed to the destination, and that (i) follows
from (ii)+(iii). Observe that a complete explanation may involve all three state-
ments, leading to what would be perceived as a redundant explanation—that
is, an explanation full of details that may be considered truthful but irrelevant,
since they are already known by the explainee. Observe that a simply redundant
explanation contains both details that are known to the explainee, and details
that are not known, while in a completely irrelevant explanation all details were
already known.

In this position paper, we want to establish some objective criteria for defining
knowledge surely irrelevant, by elaborating on (and generalizing) ideas that we
presented in a more restricted context [4]. In general, we observe that humans
are usually not interested in being explained:

1. information that is true also for situations different from the one being ex-
plained, and in particular, information that is always true in general;

2. information they already know.

However a logic formalization of these widespread ideas is still missing, leading
to direct implementations that, although justified by the above intuitions, are
tailored to the specific application.

Stemming from the criteria above, we attempt a logical formalization of ir-
relevant explanation, in Section 2. In Section 3, we show the benefits of adopting
such a formalization when explaining the similarity of groups of RDF resources.
A final section concludes the paper.

2 Formalizing Relevant Explanations

To formalize irrelevance, we lay down several hypotheses about how to logically
represent the setting in which an explanation arises. We are aware that some
hypotheses may be questionable, but we consider them all necessary for a logical
formalization of a relevant/irrelevant explanation. The elements we give a name
to are: a deterministic system S, an explainee e, an input I to S. On input I, S
outputs a result R, which e asks to explain. We suppose that:

1. both the input and the output (or, their descriptions) can be expressed as
formulas I,R

2. the characteristics of S can be represented by a logical theory TS such that
TS ∪ {I} |= R; observe that if S were not deterministic, a more complex
statement involving probabilities would be necessary

3. the knowledge possessed by e—i.e., information e consciously knows—can
be represented as another logical theory Te

4. an explanation is formed by n sentences (chunks), each sentence stating the
truth of a logic formula Ei, i = 1, . . . , n, so that the entire explanation E
can be represented as a conjunction E

.
= E1 ∧ · · · ∧ En

5. an explanation—although possibly irrelevant—is always truthful with re-
spect to the particular behavior of system it explains, that is, TS ∪{I} |= E.
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We now motivate and discuss the above assumptions.
Assumption 1 seems rather straightforward: it is always possible to repre-

sent the inputs and the results of a system in some formal language.
Assumption 2 may seem too strong for numerical, nonlinear AI systems;

however, it does not pretend to completely describe the inner functioning of S;
only the fact that inputs and outputs can be logically related by TS .

Assumption 3 takes into account both general knowledge and specific
knowledge that can be attributed to the explainee. For example, for a physician
an ontology of medical knowledge—e.g., “Antibiotics cure bacterial infections”—
can be added to general knowledge about the world.

Assumption 4 is necessary when an explanation is a complex argument,
expressed as several sentences. The correspondence between sentences and for-
mulas will be necessary for Point 2 below.

Finally, Assumption 5 is just a logical way to express a natural requirement:
explanations should always be truthful with respect to how S works on input I.
For example, if the counterfactual explanation given by S for denying a loan
was “If the monthly income raises by 25%, the loan could be granted”, one
expects that just raising the monthly income (changing nothing else) the loan
would really be granted. In formulas, if to explain the result R on input I, a
counterfactual explanation “I ′ > ¬R” is given to the explainee, then we expect
the counterfactual to be true in TS—in formulas, TS ∪ {I} |= (I ′ > ¬R)—for
some semantics of counterfactuals, which we do not want to delve into now.

Now, we consider the cases in which E is irrelevant:

Definition 1.

1. (Irrelevance for the general context) E is irrelevant for Result R if there
exists another input I ′, for which S yields a different result R′, such that E
would explain also the result R′

2. (Irrelevance for the specific explainee) E is irrelevant for explainee e if for
all i ∈ {1, . . . , n} it holds Te |= Ei, that is, no conjunct of E was unknown
to the explainee

We discuss the above definitions.
Point 1 considers irrelevant those explanations that are too general—that

is, not cogent for the result to be explained. Consider for example a classification
system, that outputs R =Dolphin when given as input the photo of some animal
in the sea. The explanation E =“Because it swims.” is irrelevant in this context,
and could raise the request of a contrastive explanation [9]: “Yes, but also sharks
swim. Why did you say that this is a picture of a dolphin and not the one of a
shark?”. Observe that, in fact, E is truthful also for R′ =Shark (presumably, for
a different input picture I ′). A relevant explanation, instead, would be “Because
the tail fin is horizontal.”

Point 2 takes into account the fact that explanations may be more than
just one phrase, for instance when a chain of reasoning is shown, that leads from
the input to the result. Point 2 requires that at least one conjunct Ei forming
the explanation must be unknown to the user. Observe that we do not exclude
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parts of the explanation that are already known, since if they form an entire
argument, excluding them would make the argument scattered. For instance, if
the explanation for denying the loan was E =“Because you are not resident in
this country, and the risk-assessment threshold for non-residents is higher than
the normal one”, then E = E1 ∧ E2, where

E1 = “you are not resident in this country”
E2 = “the risk-assessment threshold for non-residents is higher than the normal

one”

Now if e is not aware of E2 (that can be checked as Te ̸|= E2), then E as a
whole may be considered relevant thanks of the presence of E2. The presence
of E1 instead, although a little redundant, may be considered part of the entire
argument, so E can be considered relevant even if E1 is present. Note that in
this brief discussion paper, we not tackle the question of redundancy, which we
consider different from (ir)relevance.

2.1 More Examples

Let us think about two popular examples in explanation research: the arthropods
classification by Miller [9] and the loan acceptance in the field of counterfactual
explanations [16, 5].

Arthropod classification Suppose that, given the classification of an image
J , a user asks the question "Why is image J labelled as a spider instead of a
beetle?". In this case, it is irrelevant for the classification context an explana-
tion like "Because it represents an arthropod" ; this explanation chunk, although
true, is obviously true for all images and thus irrelevant for understanding the
classification reasons.

Imagine now that the explainee is a biologist, asking to the contrastive expla-
nation agent "But an octopus can have eight legs too. Why did you not classify
image J as an octopus?". An explanation like E = E1 ∧E2 ="Because my func-
tion is only to classify arthropods, and an octopus is not an arthropod" is relevant
to a biologist only in its first part E1. Instead, the information E2 about the
octopus category is well known by any biologist.

Loan granting In the second example scenario, we focus on explanations of
reasons for loan rejection. Any bank customer asking for a loan is not interested
in rejection explanations like “The risk associated to your loan request is too
high" (or, in a counterfactual fashion, “If the risk associated to your loan request
was lower, then the loan would have been accepted”). This rejection condition
is true for all rejected loan requests (the input-output pairs I ′–R′ of Point 1),
and then irrelevant for the context. Customers would be much more interested
in knowing their own specific reasons for risk evaluation: age, health conditions,
income level, and so on.
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Analogously, explaining to the customer “You did not get the loan because
you are over 40 years old" is irrelevant, because tells something he/she already
knows (his/her age). A relevant explanation might have been E = E1 ∧E2 ∧E3,
where

E1 = “You are over 40 years old”
E2 = “The risk evaluated for customers over 40 years old is high”
E3 = “Loans are denied to high-risk factor applicants”

presuming that at least E2 was unknown to the explainee.

Recommender Systems The ability of explaining why a recommender system
suggested a user a particular item (or set of items) is now recognized as an im-
portant feature [17]. In particular, counterfactual explanations of recommended
items [14] may suggest the user alternative items that could be recommended,
provided that the user’s preferences change accordingly to the antecedent of the
counterfactual. In symbols, a counterfactual explanation p > q can be communi-
cated to the user as “I suggested you item s, but if your preferences were changed
to p, I would suggest you item q instead of s”.

In this application area, irrelevant explanations may hamper the user’s trust
in the recommendation system, obtaining an opposite effect explanations were
devised for. Imagine a smartphone recommender system, a user entering prefer-
ences I, and being recommended a smartphone R. An example of counterfactual
explanation being irrelevant for the context (Point 1 above) would be “If you
had no restrictions on budget, I would have suggested you an Apple iPhone 14
Pro 256GB.” While being true, such an explanation would fit any other pref-
erence setting I ′ and subsequent recommendation R′, being the iPhone 14 Pro
one of the possible obvious choices in case of unlimited budget. We note that
researchers are implicitly aware of this kind of irrelevance, and usually, to avoid
such explanations, explaining modules try to perturb as little as possible the
initial input I (e.g., raising the budget limits by a small amount only) in order
to get a relevant counterfactual explanation, like for instance, “If you raised your
budget by 10$, I would have recommended you this other smartphone.”

3 Pruning explanation of irrelevant chunks: the RDF
case study

The formalization above is not just a theoretical speculation on irrelevance. We
applied the above criteria in a tool proposed by Colucci et al. [2, 3] to provide
a human-readable explanation of commonalities shared by groups of RDF [11]
resources, somehow aggregated (e.g., by a clustering algorithm4).
4 Note that the tool does not explain a whole partition into clusters of a set of re-

sources, as in [10]; it only describes the commonalities of two or more resources
already clusterized.
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The verbalization is based on the logic-based computation of the Least Com-
mon Subsumer(LCS) in RDF [1].

We apply the LCS-based verbalization tool to clustering results in two ap-
plication scenarios: public procurement and drug comparison.

The first scenario is modelled in TheyBuyForYou (TBFY) dataset, a knowl-
edge graph [12] that includes an ontology for procurement data, based on the
Open Contracting Data Standard (OCDS)[13].

In particular, all contracting processes released on January, 30th 2019 have
been clustered with the K-means [6] algorithm5 and the smallest cluster has been
explained in terms of commonalities (on the basis of the LCS R = L1 of the set
of items I it contains).

The resulting explanation is given in Figure 1.

Fig. 1. Explanation (obtained by the verbalization tool by Colucci et al. [2, 3] of the
commonalities in the smallest cluster returned by clustering with k-Means all contract-
ing processes released on January 30, 2019. The blue arrow indicates an irrelevant
explanation chunk.

The reader may notice that the last explanation line—call it E1—is objec-
tively irrelevant in this context (so, for any user): any contracting process in the
original dataset has been released on January 30, 2019, causing this explanation
chunk to be obvious in the addressed clustering scenario. In terms of the pre-
vious formalization, we can automatically exclude E1 in the following way: by
computing the LCS of a wider set of resources I ′—that is, adding to the cluster
another random resource—we obtain an LCS R′ = L2 having, among others,
the same release date already found in L1. Since the explanation E1 =“Released
on January 30, 2019” is entailed by L2, we can conclude that E1 is irrelevant,
and exclude it from the relevant explanations for L1.

In the second application scenario, the search for similarities between drugs
modelled in RDF is addressed. In particular, the National Drug File - Reference
Terminology hosted by Bioportal6 is used as a dataset.

5 The implementation at https://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/generated/
sklearn.cluster.KMeans.html has been used

6 https://bioportal.bioontology.org/ontologies/NDFRT
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Figure 2 shows an explanation for the similarity of two antibiotics: "cefepime"
(http://purl.bioontology.org/ontology/NDFRT/N0000022054 ) and "ceftazidime"
( http://purl.bioontology.org/ontology/NDFRT/N0000145931 ) produced by the
verbalization tool by Colucci et al. [2, 3] ).

If the explainee is a physician, some explanation chunks (blue arrows and
lines in figure) are intuitively irrelevant: it is common knowledge (at least) for
physicians that (i) any antibiotic may treat bacterial infections (and thus, infec-
tions) and that (ii) fever is a body temperature change.

The formalization we propose aims at pruning explanations of chunks which
are irrelevant to the explainees if their knowledge is logically represented. In
fact, by taking as Te (among others) the RDFS statements expressing (i)–(ii)
as a medical ontology in Bioportal, it is possible to automatically check that Te

entails7 both (i) and (ii), concluding that they are irrelevant for a physician,
and exclude them from a concise explanation.

4 Conclusion

In this paper, we contribute to the discussion about explanation of AI-based
tools, by formalizing a logical framework for identifying irrelevant chunks in a
complex explanation.

Our proposal stems from the assumption that irrelevance is more amenable
to a logical formalization than relevance, which is intrinsically subjective. In
fact, we provide two definitions that may be implemented for pruning irrelevant
portions of explanation: i) irrelevance for the general context : refers to knowledge
true also for situations different from the one being explained; ii) irrelevance for
the specific explainee: refers to knowledge already known to the explainee.

We demonstrate the practical applicability of these definitions, by implement-
ing them in a tool that provides human-readable explanations of commonalities
shared by group of RDF resources. Thanks to our formal definition, the use
case shows how to prune complex similarity explanations by deleting irrelevant
chunks.
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